The understanding of the behaviour of fast particles and how they interact with MHD instabilities is crucial for the operation and control of burning plasmas such as ITER. In present day devices, however, some of these issues can be addressed. For example, on MAST the combination of a low toroidal field with super-Alfvenic NBI makes it possible to study fast ion-driven instabilities that resemble those likely to be driven by alpha particles in ITER in plasmas characterized by a large fraction of fast particle pressure. The redistribution and loss of fast ions due to such instabilities is detrimental to plasma energy confinement and to the effectiveness of non-inductive current drive, and might limit the capability of controlling the current profile. The fast ion populations on MAST are studied by measuring uncollimated and collimated neutron fluxes (using a fission chamber and a four-channel neutron camera respectively) and energetic protons (using a four-channel Si-detector array), resulting mainly from the two branches of the beam-thermal DD fusion reactions, and fast ion D (FIDA) emission produced by beam ions that have exchanged electrons with beam or thermal neutrals. This work reports on recent studies of fast ion transport resulting from a range of instabilities, including n = 1 internal kink modes (fish-bones and long-lived modes), TAEs and sawteeth in which strong correlations were found between relative changes in FIDA, neutron camera, proton detector and magnetic edge coils signals. Interpretation of these observations with TRANSP is also discussed. In many cases, TRANSP has provided synthetic data that are broadly consistent with those obtained experimentally. The implication of these observations for the operation of MAST Upgrade in regimes with reduced fast ion redistribution will be discussed.
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